












1. It is hard to generalize to long sequences.

2. It is difficult to parallel the computing.

3. It does not fully exploit the contextual information.  









Core:
Self-attention

Main body: 
Encoder-Decoder

GPS system: 
Positional Embedding

Other:
Residual
&
Norm
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Sequence-to-Sequence Modeling
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Key Difference: 
1. z is obtained based on the whole input

sequence
2. z can be computed parallelly
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Important Concepts:
Key
Query
Value
Score



Source: Jay Alammar

Step1: Calculate Queries, Keys, Values

http://jalammar.github.io/


https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/421935/what-exactly-are-keys-queries-and-values-in-attention-mechanisms

How to understand the queries, keys and values in attention?



Source: Jay Alammar

Step2: Calculate ‘Scaled Dot-Product Attention’ scores

http://jalammar.github.io/


Step3: Calculate the output of self-attention layer

Source: Jay Alammar

http://jalammar.github.io/


Matrix Form of Self-Attention

Source: Jay Alammar

http://jalammar.github.io/




The beast with multiple heads --- Step 1 : Calculate multiple keys, queries, and values



The beast with multiple heads --- Step 2 : Calculate multiple attentions



The beast with multiple heads --- Step 3 : Concatenate and Compress



Sometimes you don’t want to attend to future sequences, just mask them.
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Key Takeaway: 
1. Self-attention learns how/where to attend

within the whole input sequences.
2. Self-attention can be computed parallelly
3. F(S) = F(R) * (1 + epi)







A real example of positional encoding with a toy embedding size of 4

I like cats

















Training









































CNN for speech analysis

























The biggest lesson that can be read from 70
years of AI research is that general methods
that leverage computation are ultimately the
most effective, and by a large margin. The
ultimate reason for this is Moore's law, or rather
its generalization of continued exponentially
falling cost per unit of computation.

The Bitter Lesson - Rich Sutton


